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CacheBox is an enterprise caching engine, aggregator, and API for ColdFusion applications. It is
part of the ColdBox ColdFusion Development Platform, but it can also function on its own as a
standalone framework so it can be used in any ColdFusion application or framework.
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sixteen years since I first became involved with ColdFusion. For the past five of those, I’ve spent
much of my time writing and speaking about the importance of caching for improving both the
performance and scalability of web applications in general and ColdFusion applications
specifically. If there’s one scalability technique I could recommend that would give you the
greatest benefit with the lowest cost, it would be to implement caching throughout your
technology stack. I’m not the only one excited about scalability and caching.Luis Majano is also
into scalability. He’s been an active member of the ColdFusion community for well over a
decade and is best known as the brains behind the popular open source ColdBox framework.
Luis is a passionate developer who spends considerable time developing and supporting open
source software, and writing and speaking about ColdFusion and other application
development topics at user groups, conferences, and training events around the world.I’ve
known Luis casually for a number of years now, but we never really got a chance to sit down and
talk shop until a chance encounter at the airport a few years ago on the way back from
cf.Objective. With some time to kill before our respective flights, Luis and I got to talking about
performance, scalability, and caching in ColdFusion. It was during that deep discussion that
Luis shared with me his plans for developing CacheBox. I was pretty excited at the time as what
Luis laid out was something I thought ColdFusion developers would immediately find value in
and want to use in their applications. I also came away from that conversation with a strong
appreciation for just how sharp a thinker and developer Luis is.Jump forward to today, and
CacheBox is everything Luis said it would be and then some. It’s modular, flexible, and
extensible. Out-of-the-box it works with a number of cache providers/stores such as soft
references, Ehcache, disk, JDBC stores, and CouchDB. If you want to use a cache provider or
store that isn’t currently supported, CacheBox provides an easy mechanism for implementing
your own. One of the best things about the CacheBox engine is that it’s truly framework



agnostic. Although it ships as part of ColdBox 3.0, it’s designed to run as a stand-alone caching
framework for use with any ColdFusion application. Like everything Luis creates, CacheBox is
well crafted and richly documented, so getting started with the framework and becoming
productive is a quick and painless process. If you wantan easy-to-use, powerful framework for
implementing, managing, and monitoring caching within your ColdFusion applications,
CacheBox is the framework for you. If you want a guide that can take you beyond the basics,
then CacheBox: Enterprise Cache & Aggregator API is the book for you. Rob Brooks-Bilson Rob
Brooks-Bilson is a consultant, author, and the director of architecture at Amkor Technology, a
global leader in providing assembly and test services to semiconductor companies and
electronics OEMs. He’s also a frequent speaker at industry conferences as well as local user
groups. Brooks-Bilson is the author of two O'Reilly books, "Programming ColdFusion" and
"Programming ColdFusion MX.".Outside of work, Rob's a technophile, blogger, photographer,
bed jumper, world traveler, hiker, mountain biker, and Adobe Community Professional for
ColdFusion. Foreword 2 | Page Preface CacheBox has been a part of the
ColdBox Platform since its inception and became a standalone project in August of 2010. Much
of the ColdBox Platform’s success as a high availability platform comes from its ability to scale
via caching. Caching strategies and algorithms have been part of the core of the platform in
order to deliver scalable and performant ColdFusion web applications since 2005.We really
wanted to expose our caching engine to every ColdFusion developer, framework, and
application; so like everything in ColdBox, we modularized it, and the new CacheBox library was
born in 2010 . CacheBox can be used as an embedded part of the ColdBox Platform (with extra
pizzaz) orstandalone with or without a framework. Simply put, it is just a library that can help
bring scalability and caching uniformity to your ColdFusion applications. It has come a long way
since its initial versions and the CacheBox engine has been fine tuned for performance. Many
large companies can attest its maturity, performance and scalability like: Adobe TV, NASA JPL,
NASA Kennedy Space Center, Esri, Equator Financial, Amcom Technologies, F.A.A (Federal
Aviation Administration), Uhlig, B-Line Express, GCA Technology Services, Label A, General
Electric, Asset Nation, Great River Technologies, Vogam IT Solutions, Railo, Remunet,
Headshift, Gencia, Robert Gordon University, and many more.In a nutshell, CacheBox is an
enterprise caching engine based on memory sensitive constructs, logging, reporting, an event
model, and the ability to build storage providers for objects. However, it is also a cache
aggregator and API. As you will learn in this book, CacheBox promotes abstractions over
caching engine APIs, in order to give you an API that is uniform across applications and even
CFML engines. This allows you to not only take advantage of a great cache engine like ours, but
also any ColdFusion or Java caching engine. You can build applications that talk to many
different cache engines and even regions from one single configuration and instance. These
advantages and so much more will be discovered through this caching journey, and will enable
you to build scalable and performant ColdFusion web applications.Online DocumentsThe official
CacheBox wiki contains the latest and greatest documentation, and can be found at:http://



wiki.coldbox.org/wiki/CacheBox.cfm.Audience For This BookThis book assumes that the reader
has a basic knowledge of ColdFusion and some understanding of caching. This book does not
go into detail about methodologies or provide as much instructional content as the ColdBox
Platform Training Series courses. If you are interested in professional training for you or your
organization, please visit our training section at or send us an email at
training@coldbox.org.Who This Book is ForThis book is for developers or managers interested
in having the latest CacheBox documentation in book format. This is an excellent reference
book and companion to the online documentation. It will give you an insight about how the
dynamic nature of ColdFusion can be taken to its limits using CacheBox, and how to leverage
CacheBox for scalability and performance.Furthermore, you will be propelled into learning new
technologies and approaches to caching in ColdFusion that extends into cache replication,
strategies and distribution. We do not hold back, we want to push the limits and be pioneers in
the ColdFusion development arena. CacheBox is the first enterprise grade caching engine for
ColdFusion and this book will give you a better perspective on how to implement it on your
ColdFusion or ColdBox applications.How to Use This BookYou can use this book as an
excellent source of reference and introduction into CacheBox and even ColdBox applications.
This book is composed in a sequential order to give you the most from your reading. If you are
looking for more instructional, step-by-step content, we encourage you to visit our training
center: and find a suitable training course for you or your organization.Conventions Used
The majority of examples in this book are written in cfscript for better readability. All
ColdFusion examples designed to run on the open soure Railo Platform or Adobe ColdFusion
9.0.1 and above.Book OverviewThis book begins with an introduction to CacheBox, its features
and ability to work as a standalone library or embedded in ColdBox applications. In proceeding
chapters we focus on caching concepts, terminology and how to apply a caching strategy to
your applications. This is essential in correctly applying any caching engine to your
applications. We then continue to CacheBox architecture and how to start implementing it in
your applications.We then discover all the cache providers CacheBoxincludes, how to configure
and use them. How the majority of them expose events and how you can listen to them and
interact with any cache. We conclude our caching journey with some cool cache reporting
techniques and ColdBox application enhancements. So hold on to your hats, the journey begins
now!LicenseThe ColdBox Platform is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0:However,
the contents of this book and all the online documentation, ColdBox logos and materials are
exclusive property of Ortus Solutions, Corp. You cannot reproduce, distribute or sell this material
without prior consent from Ortus Solutions, Corp. You can find more information about licensing
in the Appendices.Online ResourcesBelow are several resources that will help you in your
CacheBox learning and development.Official WebsitesDownload CacheBoxCacheBox
BlogProfessional Support & ServicesTrainingGoogle Mailing ListTwitter FeedLive API
DocsMedia CentralRailo Open Source CFML EngineAdobe ColdFusion/coldfusionOpen
BlueDragonjQueryMXunitDonations – Support DevelopmentCacheBox and ColdBox are open



source initiatives and survive thanks to your donations and usage of our professional services.
So please help us support these open source initiatives.Commitment to Open SourceWe have a
strong commitment to , as our core business was founded on the usage and creation of open
source software. Our flagship product, , is an incredible commitment to both the open source
arena and the ColdFusion development ecosystem. We are devoted to keeping ourselves true to
open source development and the progress of the community.How to Contact Us
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Jeremy, “the definitive guide to cachebox! a must have for cb dev.. I've been developing websites
for nearly 13 years now and was first introduced to ColdBox in mid-2009. Quickly I fell in love
with the framework but as my applications become more complex, so did my ability to scale
them became more complex.CacheBox is your one stop-shop for scaling applications within the
ColdBox environment. This book has helped me clarify the best practices within CacheBox and
more importantly ways to add additional caching layers.Luis has done it again and blows my
mind with documentation in a level that I truly can get my mind around quickly and easily.For all
of those who develop in ColdFusion, ColdBox is the ONLY way to run your enterprise
applications and furthermore CacheBox is how to make those applications run smoothly around
the clock no matter how heavy the load becomes, even across multiple server environments.”

Curtiss E Gratz, “A great guide for any web developer concerned with performance.. Luis has
done a great job not only explaining the in's and out's of CacheBox and how you can leverage it
to make your application run better, but he also includes many tips on performance on a myriad
of common web development issues. This book is certainly a must have if you are a ColdBox
developer, but it goes way beyond that scope and really is a read for any developer.”

The book by Jeffry Houser has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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